REASON AND RHYME
A COLLABORATIVE EXCHANGE EXHIBITION BETWEEN GERTRUDE CONTEMPORARY,
MELBOURNE AND ST PAUL ST GALLERY, AUCKLAND.
EXHIBITION DATES: 18 MARCH - 16 APRIL 2011
OPENING: FRIDAY 18 MARCH 2011, 6-8PM

ARTISTS: DAMIANO BERTOLI, JULIAN DASHPER,
RICHARD FRATER, STARLIE GEIKIE, MADDIE LEACH,
SIMON MORRIS, CAMPBELL PATTERSON, HANNA TAI,
MIMI TONG, JAKE WALKER
CURATORS: EMILY CORMACK, CHARLOTTE
HUDDLESTON, AMITA KIRPALANI
Bringing together ten leading contemporary artists from
Australia and New Zealand Reason and Rhyme investigates
the urge to structure and channel creative production
through systems, grids and frameworks.
The artists in Reason and Rhyme are connected through
their use of manifestos, seriality, diagrams and systems,
with the exhibition exploring the points where creativity
tangles with these parameters, coursing along the edges
of grids, and submitting to the regimens of form and the
statutes of regulated patterns.
The exhibition will explore the urge to locate oneself
within the map or the doctrine, and to impose rules and
structures across creative practice. It will investigate
how these systematic devices both contain and channel
creative enterprise, as well as plotting and contextualising
it. Reason and Rhyme investigates how these parameters
offer something from which to push up against - a
structure to rebel from – when there is nothing left to rebel
against.
Through applying ‘objective’ systems over creative
processes each of the artists in Reason and Rhyme
distinguishes, articulates or uncovers their content.
Whether this pull towards systems and frameworks
is a by-product of the reduced status of the object in
contemporary art, or a result of the general tendency
towards deconstruction within creative practice, each of
these artists enlists a rigidity to give form to their ideas.

The exhibition features key works by New Zealand artist
Julian Dashper, who is well known for his address of the
perspectives of distance – geographical and conceptual
– and employment of abstraction as a language to
reflexively plot his presence within the frameworks of art
and its history. Likewise Australian artist Damiano Bertoli
draws on a specific period in history – the 1960s – pulling
content from this era of turbulent social revolution and
anchoring it within infinite yet decontextualising grids.
Wellington based artist Simon Morris employs formal
painterly systems for his large-scale wall works that
respond to the connotations of a site’s architecture and
function. Similarly Mimi Tong’s sculptural reconfigurations
of space employ specific formulae and sets of rules that
guide the formation of her spatial responses.
Australian painter Jake Walker’s work depicts an
uncomfortable collision between surreal subjective
landscapes that are then abutted against the formal
framing of late modernist architecture. Whereas Australian
artist Starlie Geikie uncovers the latent hard-edge
Modernist tendencies alive within craft practices such as
quilting, crochet and weaving.
All of the artists will be present for the exhibition opening
and public programs.
PUBLIC PROGRAMS:
Artists Talks:
Saturday 19 March, 2-4pm:
Charlotte Huddleston on Julian Dashper
Simon Morris, Maddie Leach, Richard Frater, Campbell Patterson
each speak on their own work
Public Forum and Feedback Discussion:
Monday 21 March, 6-8pm
200 Gertrude Street Fitzroy VIC 3065 Australia
www.gertrude.org.au
For media enquiries: email emily@gertrude.org.au

